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Pdf free War with russia an urgent warning from senior military command an urgent
warning about the immediate threat from russia (Download Only)
1 a occurring acting or accomplished without loss or interval of time instant an immediate need b 1 near to or related to the present the immediate past 2 of or relating to the here and now current too
busy with immediate concerns to worry about the future 2 a existing without intervening space or substance c1 used to refer to something or someone that is close to or is a cause of or an effect of
something or someone else there are few facilities in the immediate area immediate result effect an immediate result effect of the war was a breakdown of law and order b2 in the present or as soon as
possible we have no immediate plans having no object or space intervening nearest or next in the immediate vicinity synonyms proximate close antonyms far distant of or relating to the present time or
moment our immediate plans without intervening medium or agent direct an immediate cause having a direct bearing immediate consideration definition of immediate adjective in oxford advanced
learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more definition of immediate 1 as in instantaneous done or occurring without any noticeable
lapse in time felt immediate relief after taking the painkiller synonyms similar words relevance instantaneous rapid split second quick swift summary straightaway prompt speedy fast hit and run
antonyms near antonyms slow prolonged an immediate result action or reaction happens or is done without any delay these tragic incidents have had an immediate effect my immediate reaction was
just disgust immediate needs and concerns exist at the present time and must be dealt with quickly something immediate is happening now or right away if you re in immediate danger you d better run
or call 911 immediate is a word that pretty much means now if you take immediate action then there s no delay if you need immediate assistance you can t wait for assistance 1 adjective an immediate
result action or reaction happens or is done without any delay these tragic incidents have had an immediate effect 2 adjective immediate needs and concerns exist at the present time and must be dealt
with quickly relief agencies say the immediate problem is not a lack of food but transportation immediate meaning of immediate in longman dictionary of contemporary english ldoce from longman
dictionary of contemporary english im me di ate ɪˈmiːdiət s3 w2 adjective 1 happening or done at once and without delay our immediate response to the attack was sheer horror they promise immediate
action to help the unemployed happening or done without waiting or very soon after something else the government has promised to take immediate action her first novel was an immediate success the
drugs will have an immediate effect fewer examples an immediate suspension of all imports and exports an immediate freeze on all new building in the city 1 taking place or accomplished without delay
an immediate reaction 2 closest or most direct in effect or relationship the immediate cause of his downfall 3 having no intervening medium direct in effect an immediate influence 4 contiguous in
space time or relationship our immediate neighbour immediate adjective definition of immediate synonyms for immediate the response to the crisis was immediate the wildfire poses no immediate
threat to any houses in the area the effect of the new policy will be unknown for the immediate future he was sitting to my immediate right the danger is not immediate a happening or done without
delay this requires your immediate attention the new restaurant was an immediate success this crisis calls for immediate action the response to the crisis was immediate b happening or existing now
the wildfire poses no immediate threat to any houses in the area the danger is not immediate very close direct or adjacent immediate family immediate vicinity manifestly true requiring no argument
computer science of an instruction operand embedded as part of the instruction itself rather than stored elsewhere such as a register or memory location procedure word military used to denote that a
transmission is urgent used to refer to something or someone that is close to or is a cause of or an effect of something or someone else there are few facilities in the immediate area immediate result
effect an immediate result effect of the war was a breakdown of law and order b2 in the present or as soon as possible we have no immediate plans occurring or done at once instant meaning
pronunciation and example sentences english to english reference content immediately very soon without delay word parts subscriber feature about this feature the meaning of immediate definition of
immediate english dictionary and integrated thesaurus for learners writers teachers and students with advanced intermediate and beginner levels 1 adverb adverb with verb if something happens
immediately it happens without any delay he immediately flung himself to the floor ingrid answered peter s letter immediately 2 adverb adverb adjective if something is immediately obvious it can be
seen or understood without any delay the cause of the accident was not immediately apparent expressing the immediate future in english using am is are about to table of contents future with to be
about to on this page you will find the following use of the future with to be about to formation of the future with to be about to further explanations and exercises when is the future with to be about to
used 1 the guardian sport no significant changes to the company s trading operations are anticipated in the immediate term 2 the guardian in the immediate term she hoped to join americorps and
build her résumé 3 the new yorker increasing the height of tsunami walls he said is the obvious answer in the immediate term 4 the new york times
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immediate definition meaning merriam webster May 03 2024
1 a occurring acting or accomplished without loss or interval of time instant an immediate need b 1 near to or related to the present the immediate past 2 of or relating to the here and now current too
busy with immediate concerns to worry about the future 2 a existing without intervening space or substance

immediate definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr 02 2024
c1 used to refer to something or someone that is close to or is a cause of or an effect of something or someone else there are few facilities in the immediate area immediate result effect an immediate
result effect of the war was a breakdown of law and order b2 in the present or as soon as possible we have no immediate plans

immediate definition meaning dictionary com Mar 01 2024
having no object or space intervening nearest or next in the immediate vicinity synonyms proximate close antonyms far distant of or relating to the present time or moment our immediate plans without
intervening medium or agent direct an immediate cause having a direct bearing immediate consideration

immediate adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Jan 31 2024
definition of immediate adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

immediate synonyms 139 similar and opposite words merriam Dec 30 2023
definition of immediate 1 as in instantaneous done or occurring without any noticeable lapse in time felt immediate relief after taking the painkiller synonyms similar words relevance instantaneous
rapid split second quick swift summary straightaway prompt speedy fast hit and run antonyms near antonyms slow prolonged

immediate definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 28 2023
an immediate result action or reaction happens or is done without any delay these tragic incidents have had an immediate effect my immediate reaction was just disgust immediate needs and concerns
exist at the present time and must be dealt with quickly

immediate definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 28 2023
something immediate is happening now or right away if you re in immediate danger you d better run or call 911 immediate is a word that pretty much means now if you take immediate action then
there s no delay if you need immediate assistance you can t wait for assistance

immediate definition in american english collins english Sep 26 2023
1 adjective an immediate result action or reaction happens or is done without any delay these tragic incidents have had an immediate effect 2 adjective immediate needs and concerns exist at the
present time and must be dealt with quickly relief agencies say the immediate problem is not a lack of food but transportation
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immediate meaning of immediate in longman dictionary of Aug 26 2023
immediate meaning of immediate in longman dictionary of contemporary english ldoce from longman dictionary of contemporary english im me di ate ɪˈmiːdiət s3 w2 adjective 1 happening or done at
once and without delay our immediate response to the attack was sheer horror they promise immediate action to help the unemployed

immediate meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Jul 25 2023
happening or done without waiting or very soon after something else the government has promised to take immediate action her first novel was an immediate success the drugs will have an immediate
effect fewer examples an immediate suspension of all imports and exports an immediate freeze on all new building in the city

immediate definition of immediate by the free dictionary Jun 23 2023
1 taking place or accomplished without delay an immediate reaction 2 closest or most direct in effect or relationship the immediate cause of his downfall 3 having no intervening medium direct in
effect an immediate influence 4 contiguous in space time or relationship our immediate neighbour

examples of immediate in a sentence merriam webster May 23 2023
immediate adjective definition of immediate synonyms for immediate the response to the crisis was immediate the wildfire poses no immediate threat to any houses in the area the effect of the new
policy will be unknown for the immediate future he was sitting to my immediate right the danger is not immediate

immediate definition meaning britannica dictionary Apr 21 2023
a happening or done without delay this requires your immediate attention the new restaurant was an immediate success this crisis calls for immediate action the response to the crisis was immediate b
happening or existing now the wildfire poses no immediate threat to any houses in the area the danger is not immediate

immediate wiktionary the free dictionary Mar 21 2023
very close direct or adjacent immediate family immediate vicinity manifestly true requiring no argument computer science of an instruction operand embedded as part of the instruction itself rather
than stored elsewhere such as a register or memory location procedure word military used to denote that a transmission is urgent

immediate english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 17 2023
used to refer to something or someone that is close to or is a cause of or an effect of something or someone else there are few facilities in the immediate area immediate result effect an immediate
result effect of the war was a breakdown of law and order b2 in the present or as soon as possible we have no immediate plans

immediate definition of immediate in english from the Jan 19 2023
occurring or done at once instant meaning pronunciation and example sentences english to english reference content
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immediate dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english Dec 18 2022
immediately very soon without delay word parts subscriber feature about this feature the meaning of immediate definition of immediate english dictionary and integrated thesaurus for learners writers
teachers and students with advanced intermediate and beginner levels

immediately definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 16 2022
1 adverb adverb with verb if something happens immediately it happens without any delay he immediately flung himself to the floor ingrid answered peter s letter immediately 2 adverb adverb
adjective if something is immediately obvious it can be seen or understood without any delay the cause of the accident was not immediately apparent

the immediate english future with to be about to Oct 16 2022
expressing the immediate future in english using am is are about to table of contents future with to be about to on this page you will find the following use of the future with to be about to formation of
the future with to be about to further explanations and exercises when is the future with to be about to used

in the immediate term english examples in context ludwig Sep 14 2022
1 the guardian sport no significant changes to the company s trading operations are anticipated in the immediate term 2 the guardian in the immediate term she hoped to join americorps and build her
résumé 3 the new yorker increasing the height of tsunami walls he said is the obvious answer in the immediate term 4 the new york times
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